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The amount of light produced by nuclear recoils in scintillating targets is strongly quenched com-
pared to that produced by electrons. A precise understanding of the quenching factor is particularly
interesting for WIMP searches and CEνNS measurements since both rely on nuclear recoils, whereas
energy calibrations are more readily accessible from electron recoils. There is a wide variation among
the current measurements of the quenching factor in sodium iodide (NaI) crystals, especially below
10 keV, the energy region of interest for dark matter and CEνNS studies. A better understanding of
the quenching factor in NaI(Tl) is of particular interest for resolving the decades-old puzzle in the
field of dark matter between the null results of most WIMP searches and the claim for dark mat-
ter detection by the DAMA/LIBRA collaboration. In this work, we measured sodium and iodine
quenching factors for five small NaI(Tl) crystals grown with similar thallium concentrations and
growth procedures. Unlike previous experiments, multiple crystals were tested, with measurements
made in the same experimental setup to control systematic effects. The quenching factors agree in
all crystals we investigated, and both sodium and iodine quenching factors are smaller than those
reported by DAMA/LIBRA. The dominant systematic effect was due to the electron equivalent
energy calibration originating from the non-proportional behavior of the NaI(Tl) light yield at lower
energies, potentially the cause for the discrepancies among the previous measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thallium-doped sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) crystals have
been used as particle detectors since the middle of the
past century and are used widely in nuclear and parti-
cle physics [1]. These detectors are commonly used in
rare event searches, such as the direct detection of the
dark matter composing the galactic dark halo in form
of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [2–7]
and the measurement of coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus
scattering (CEνNS) [8, 9].

Despite its long history, there are several properties
that are yet to be precisely measured, correctly mod-
elled, or understood. In particular, measurements of the
response of NaI(Tl) detectors to nuclear scattering events
show discrepancies among past measurements [10–19].
Several factors may contribute to the discrepancies: crys-
tal properties such as doping, density of defects, or the
growing method; or systematic effects in the measure-
ment and analysis procedures that are yet unaccounted
for. Clarifying this issue is essential for WIMPs and
CEνNS searches, because both WIMPs and neutrinos
deposit energy in NaI(Tl) detectors mostly via nuclear
recoils.

Only a fraction of the energy deposited by a particle
in NaI(Tl) leads to scintillation. This fraction is different
if the interacting particle is an electron, an alpha parti-
cle, or a heavier nucleus. This results in a very different
conversion between light collected and energy deposited,

i.e. calibration of the energy scale, depending on the type
of interacting particle. Usually, gamma rays are used
for calibration, and because they deposit the energy via
electrons, the energy scale derived from such calibration
procedure is named electron-equivalent energy (Eee) [20].
Electrons are much more effective than alpha particles
or nuclei in the production of light in most scintillating
materials, and the reduced light yield for nuclear recoils
with respect to electronic recoils is parameterized via the
so-called quenching factor (QF): the ratio of light yields
between nuclear and electronic recoil depositions of the
same energy [1].

Knowledge of both sodium (QFNa) and iodine (QFI)
quenching factors is essential to the physical interpreta-
tion of results obtained from NaI(Tl)-based CEνNS and
WIMP searches. To compare results between experi-
ments using the same target, it is usually assumed the
intrinsic character of these factors, implying they take
same values from crystal-to-crystal. However, if it is the
case that the values of the quenching factors are variable
across different detectors, a dedicated nuclear recoil cal-
ibration for each detector would be mandatory for any
intended application.

For example, the nuclear recoil energy spectrum in-
duced by CEνNS can be used as a probe of physics
beyond the standard model, as demonstrated by the
COHERENT collaboration using CsI(Na) detectors [21].
The precision to which the quenching factors are mea-
sured directly affects the sensitivity of these searches [22],
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motivating the need for an accurate low-energy measure-
ment of the quenching factors for any interesting target,
such as NaI(Tl).

In WIMP searches, much of the interest in the mea-
surement of NaI(Tl) quenching factors stems from the
long-standing DAMA collaboration’s claim of dark mat-
ter detection with NaI(Tl) detectors, observing an an-
nual modulation in the detection rate for more than
two decades [5], which has not been confirmed by any
other experimental search. However, comparisons with
results from experiments using different target nuclei de-
pend on the dark matter particle and dark halo models
and the DAMA/LIBRA puzzle has not been settled, al-
though many relevant dark matter scenarios have been
ruled out. Only recently have other experiments us-
ing NaI(Tl) reached threshold and background condi-
tions to test the DAMA/LIBRA result with high sta-
tistical significance: because these experiments use the
same target as DAMA/LIBRA, they can be compared
directly without depending on the potential differences
in dark matter interaction models. The ANAIS-112
[23–26] and COSINE-100 [27, 28] experiments have car-
ried out model-independent annual modulation searches
and model-dependent dark matter searches. ANAIS-112
has approached 3σ sensitivity with the analysed expo-
sure [26, 29], while the accumulated exposure guaran-
tees a much higher sensitivity approaching 5σ by 2025.
COSINE-100 has set stringent bounds on different com-
patibility scenarios and has demonstrated the effect of as-
suming different quenching factors for COSINE-100 and
DAMA/LIBRA detectors in the testing of DAMA’s dis-
covery claim [30] in a model-dependent approach. Sum-
marizing the present situation, the accurate determina-
tion of the scintillation quenching factors for the differ-
ent detectors is the most relevant systematic affecting the
testing of the DAMA/LIBRA claim.

An early determination of the sodium and iodine
quenching factors was performed by the DAMA collabo-
ration, and relied on measuring the response of a NaI(Tl)
detector to neutrons emitted by 252Cf and comparing the
observed response to that from a Monte Carlo simula-
tion, assuming the quenching factor is independent of
the energy [11]. With this approach, DAMA determined
a sodium recoil quenching factor of QFNa = 0.30 ± 0.01
from 6.5 to 97 keVnr and an iodine recoil quenching factor
of QFI = 0.09± 0.01 from 22 to 330 keVnr.

In contrast, most recent quenching factor measure-
ments utilize a monoenergetic neutron beam scattering
off the detector [15, 16, 18]. Through the selection of
beam energy and neutron scattering angle (by detect-
ing the scattered neutron), different nuclear recoil ener-
gies can be studied and thus the energy-dependence of
the quenching factor can be investigated. Over the past
decade, experiments utilizing this approach have consis-
tently measured values of QFNa and QFI smaller than
those reported by DAMA. They also observe QFNa de-
creasing with decreasing recoil energy. While these ex-
periments consistently observe this decreasing trend, the

resulting QFNa values are in tension with each other for
recoil energies below ≈20 keVnr, which is particularly rel-
evant as it occurs in the energy range where the signal
from WIMPs and CEνNS is expected. This discrepancy
could be due to intrinsic differences between sodium io-
dide crystals in the production of light for the different
particles or unaccounted for systematic measurement er-
rors. Resolution of this discrepancy is thus essential to
the physical interpretation of results from both WIMP
searches and CEνNS measurements, highlighting the ne-
cessity of a quenching factor evaluation across multiple
detectors in a single experiment with a consistent ap-
proach, designed to reduce the systematic uncertainties.
In this paper, we present measurements of the QFNa

and QFI in multiple NaI(Tl) detectors performed in
the same experimental setup. Particular emphasis was
placed on identifying and removing potential sources of
systematic error during the design of the measurement
protocol. The specific features of the experiment carried
out are:

(i) A triggering scheme that does not rely on inter-
nal triggers from the NaI(Tl) light signal. As dis-
cussed by Collar in Refs. [15, 22], trigger ineffi-
ciencies at low energies can result in artificially in-
creased quenching factor values. We utilize a trig-
gering scheme based only on triggers generated by
the detection of the scattered neutron in an array of
backing detectors and a selection procedure based
on the neutron time-of-flight. The latter helps to re-
duce the contribution from multiple-scattered neu-
trons, which are slower. Further details on this ap-
proach can be found in Section IIC.

(ii) Small NaI(Tl) detectors to minimize the rate of
multiple-scatter events that could pose a relevant
background. As is detailed in Section IIC, cylindri-
cal crystals of two sizes having the same diameter
and length (1.5 and 2.5 cm, respectively) have been
used in the measurements.

(iii) Geant4 [31] and MCNP-PoliMi [32] simulations of
the setup have been developed to have good esti-
mates of the neutron beam energy and nuclear re-
coil energy deposition distributions in the NaI(Tl)
detector resulting from neutron scattering. This
approach allows the use of simulated recoil spec-
tral shapes to fit the experimental data, taking into
account the precise geometrical disposition of the
beam, NaI(Tl) crystal, backing detectors, as well
as the uncertainties in all of the previous prop-
erties. The result of these simulations translates
into non-Gaussian recoil energy distributions, and
moreover, enables the estimate of the associated
uncertainties in the final derived quenching factors.
This helps to remove potential systematic biases ob-
served in other experiments that have modeled the
recoil spectrum as a Gaussian distribution and those
related with finite-size effects.
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(iv) A relatively low energy neutron beam of about
1 MeV. The use of a low energy neutron beam de-
creases the uncertainty because low recoil energies
correspond to relatively large scattering angles. As
described by Xu et al. [16], probing low recoil en-
ergies with higher energy incident neutrons requires
measuring recoils at smaller scattering angles, which
contribute more to the systematic uncertainty.

(v) A direct measurement of both the neutron beam’s
spatial profile and its full energy distribution. Both
of these measurements were fed directly into the
simulation, which increased its accuracy compared
with simplified neutron beam models.

(vi) Different approaches for calibrating in electron
equivalent energy the NaI(Tl) light signal have been
explored. NaI(Tl) light yield is known to be non-
proportional with energy. Nevertheless, proportion-
ality is often assumed, and the peak resulting from
neutron inelastic scattering on 127I used as refer-
ence. In this work we introduced alternative calibra-
tion approaches, using an external gamma source of
133Ba.

(vii) Testing multiple detectors in the same experimental
setup. This allows us to test possible intrinsic dif-
ferences between the five crystals measured, which
had different properties, in terms of powder qual-
ity, as described in Section IIC. All crystals had
similar thallium content and were grown using the
same growth method at Alpha Spectra, Inc. (AS),
in Grand Junction, Colorado, US. To confirm that
the tension between previously reported values of
the sodium and iodine quenching factors is due to
intrinsic differences between crystals, similar strate-
gies should be considered for crystals grown by dif-
ferent techniques and having different thallium con-
tent, as proposed by Bharadwaj et al. [33].

The article is structured as follows. Section II describes
the experimental setup, including the beam and detec-
tors configuration, data acquisition system, and measure-
ment protocols . Section III describes the simulations of
the full experimental setup, which are an essential in-
put for the scintillation quenching factors estimates. In
Section IV, the data analysis is described for the beam
energy determination, electron equivalent energy calibra-
tion, selection of events compatible with neutrons scat-
tering both in the NaI(Tl) and backing detectors, and
fitting procedure followed for the quenching factor deter-
mination. This data analysis strongly relies on the work
of D. Cintas [34], S. Hedges [35], and W. Thompson [36].

Finally, results for the QFNa(E) and QFI are discussed
in Section V, while conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Overview

The measurements reported in this paper took place
at the Advanced Neutron Calibration Facility at the Tri-
angle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL), North
Carolina (US), in 2018. The NaI(Tl) crystals to be tested
were coupled to the same photomultiplier tube (PMT) in
a very similar configuration, and placed in the beamline
of a quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam. The neutron
scattering angle relates directly to the energy deposited
in the NaI(Tl) via kinematics and the known monochro-
matic beam energy. This angle is measured with 18 liquid
scintillator-based backing detectors (BDs) placed along
a semi-circle. A schematic view of this setup is shown
in Figure 1. Five different NaI(Tl) crystals were tested
throughout the course of the experiment. Due to beam-
time constraints at TUNL, the measurements took place
over two separate runs, referred to as the August and
October runs.

B. Neutron Beam Generation

The quasi-monoenergetic neutron beam used in the
measurements is produced via the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction.
A pulsed ≈2.7 MeV proton beam generated using the
10 MV tandem van de Graff accelerator at TUNL is
driven towards a lithium fluoride target (LiF), resulting
in a pulsed neutron beam with energies of the order of
1 MeV. In the August run, the time between pulses was
800 ns, while in the October run was 400 ns, allowing to
increase the number of nuclear scatters observed in the
NaI(Tl). In both cases, the typical pulse width was about
2 ns. The pulsed nature of the beam aided in the removal
of background events through the application of time-of-
flight (TOF) techniques, discussed in Section IVD.
Before reaching the LiF target, the proton beam passed

through an induction coil, known as the beam pickoff
monitor (BPM). The corresponding BPM signal provided
timing information for use in the neutron beam energy
measurement (Section IVB) and background rejection
via TOF cuts (Section IVD).
The LiF target consisted of a thin 500 nm (August)

or 750 nm (October) thick layer deposited on a 0.1 mm-
thick tantalum backing. Tantalum was chosen to effec-
tively stop protons that have passed through the lithium
fluoride layer, as it does not produce a large gamma back-
ground.
Off-axis neutrons were removed by a neutron collima-

tor made of layers of borated polyethylene and high den-
sity polyethylene. The side of the collimator facing the
NaI(Tl) detector was shielded by at least 4 inches of lead
to absorb the gammas produced from neutron capture
in the collimator. A dedicated measurement of the neu-
tron beam profile was carried out at two different dis-
tances from the LiF target, 47.4 and 98.6 cm. Both
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FIG. 1. Upper panel: Backing detector positions around the
NaI(Tl) crystal corresponding to the October run. The on-
axis backing detector (labelled as 0-deg detector) is also shown
in one of the positions used for the beam energy measurement.
Lower panel: picture of the experimental setup.

measurements provided compatible results for the neu-
tron beam divergence, with the far distance providing
the most accurate measurement, corresponding to a half-
angle of 2.0°±0.3°, modeling the source as a point-like and
located at the mean LiF target position.

The energy of the neutron beam was directly measured
by an on-axis backing detector using the neutron TOF in
a dedicated run, as explained in Section IVB. In addition,
TOF information from the on-axis detector was recorded

throughout the full data run, with the on-axis backing
detector positioned downstream of the NaI(Tl) detector.
This permitted us to measure and correct for possible
instabilities of the neutron beam over the course of the
full run. Measurements of the neutron beam profile and
energy were fed directly into the simulations, as detailed
in Section III.

C. Detector Configuration and Data Acquisition

Over the course of the experiment, five NaI(Tl) crystals
were tested that varied in characteristics such as size and
type of NaI powder used in the growth procedure. These
detectors were produced by Alpha Spectra Inc. (AS), all
sharing the thallium content and the growth mechanism,
but produced in different ingots. Crystals No. 1, 2, and 3
will be referred to in the following as COSINE’s crystals,
whereas crystals No. 4 and No. 5, as ANAIS’s crystals.
Four of these NaI(Tl) crystals were grown using the AS-
WIMPScint class of NaI powder. WIMPScint-III is the
same powder quality used to grow most of the crystals
used in the COSINE-100 [3] and ANAIS-112 [4] exper-
iments. In particular, crystal No. 5, was cut from the
same ingot as several of the ANAIS-112 crystals. Crys-
tal No. 4, on the other hand, was grown with standard
Alpha Spectra powder. In three of the five detectors,
the crystallographic orientation of the NaI was known,
allowing the search for effects of channeling, which are
not presented in this article. Details of the five crystals
measured can be found in Table I.
In all cases, the particular sodium iodide detector

under investigation was optically coupled to a square
1×1 inch Hamamatsu ultra-bialkali H11934-200-10 PMT
using EJ-550 optical grade silicone grease from Eljen
Technology. This particular PMT was chosen for its high
peak quantum efficiency of 43%, well suited for detect-
ing the emission peak of NaI(Tl). The linearity of the
response of the specific PMT used has been tested in de-
tail in Ref. [37]. The main difference between COSINE’s
and ANAIS’s crystals was that the latter were designed
with two optical windows to allow the coupling of two
PMTs. As in these measurements only one PMT was
used, one of the windows was covered with Teflon and
copper, which resulted in a poorer light collection than
that of COSINE’s crystals.
The NaI(Tl) crystal was placed on the beamline with

its center 112 cm downstream of the LiF target in the
August run and 66 cm downstream in the October run.
The BDs surrounding the NaI(Tl) in order to tag the
neutron scattering angle were Eljen Technology model
510 and featured 2×2� inch EJ-309 liquid scintillator
cells. EJ-309 features remarkable pulse shape discrimi-
nation (PSD) capabilities between gamma and neutron
interactions, which allowed for the removal of gamma
backgrounds. Details on the precise positions of these
backing detectors can be observed in Figure 1 for the
October run. Backing detector positions were chosen in
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Crystal Measurement Proprietary Powder Dimensions
number period quality (mm)

1 August COSINE AS-WIMPScint-I 25
2 August COSINE AS-WIMPScint-II 25
3 October COSINE AS-WIMPScint-III 25
4 October ANAIS AS-Standard 15
5 October ANAIS AS-WIMPScint-III 15

TABLE I. Characteristics of the five NaI(Tl) crystals measured. All of them were grown by Alpha Spectra Inc. with different
quality starting powder but a similar thallium content and growth mechanism. The last column provides the length and
diameter of the crystals, which were cylindrical in shape with length equal to the diameter in all the cases.

order to probe sodium nuclear recoil energies between 10
and 80 keVnr, approximately.

The data acquisition system (DAQ) is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Full signal waveforms from the NaI(Tl) crystal,
18 backing detectors, on-axis detector (0-deg) and BPM
were recorded by two Struck 3316 digitizers with 14 bits
resolution operating at 250 MHz. The NaI(Tl) and back-
ing detector signals were fed directly into the digitizer; to
counter signal attenuation of the BPM over the relatively
longer cable length the signal was first fed into a LeCroy
133B dual linear amplifier. Each digitizer acted as a dis-
criminator with a trigger configuration that depended on
the measurement, as described below.

The DAQ was designed to avoid trigger bias in the
selection of nuclear recoils in the NaI(Tl) detectors. In
the beam-on measurements, the DAQ trigger was gen-
erated by the backing detectors, which utilized the in-
ternal finite-impulse response (FIR) trigger of the Struck
digitizer. When this internal trigger condition was met,
waveforms in the backing detectors, NaI(Tl) detector,
and beam-pulse monitor were recorded. In the August
run, only the backing detector issuing the trigger was
recorded, along with the BPM and NaI(Tl) detector,
while for the October run, all backing detectors were
recorded whenever a single backing detector triggered.
The output trigger from the digitizers was sent to a log-
ical unit in OR mode which generated the global trigger
for the DAQ, used as external trigger for both digitizers.

The trigger strategy was different in calibration, back-
ground runs, and beam-energy measurements. In cali-
bration runs, the trigger was generated and used only by
the detector being calibrated, either NaI(Tl) or BD. In
background runs, any of the detectors except the BPM
could generate triggers. In beam energy measurements,
only the on-axis detector triggered and was recorded.

Different digitization windows were used for each sig-
nal: 1,400 ns for the BPM, 10,800 ns for the NaI(Tl)
crystal and 800 ns for the backing detectors. One exam-
ple of waveform recorded for a beam-on event, triggered
by one of the backing detectors, is shown in Figure 3.

D. Run Summary

Neutron scattering data was collected with each
NaI(Tl) detector for between 18 and 45 hours. The ex-

Struck3316

Struck3316

          Trigger IN                           
   

  

      Trigger OUT
      

      Trigger OUT

          Trigger IN

BPM

0-deg

Crystal

BD 0

BD 1

BD 2

BD 17

Logic
unit

Fan In
Fan Out

FIG. 2. Scheme of the DAQ system for the measurements.
The Struck 3316 digitizers sample the signals of all the de-
tectors and the BPM and act also as discriminator, with a
trigger configuration that depends on the measurement (see
text for more detail).

posure time for each individual detector can be found in
Table II. Approximately every eight hours of beam-on
measurement, NaI(Tl) crystals were rotated 30◦, trying
to reduce the possible effect of channeling in the QF re-
sults.

A set of calibration measurements was made at the
beginning of each detectors’ data run and, subsequently,
every eight hours. During these calibrations, the NaI(Tl)
detector was exposed to a 133Ba source, and the backing
detectors, including the on-axis detector, were exposed to
a 137Cs source. Additionally, the beam-off background,
both in NaI(Tl) and backing detectors, was measured.
Finally, a dedicated beam energy measurement was con-
ducted once during both the August and October runs.
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FIG. 3. Example waveforms from the NaI detector (NaI), backing detector (BD), and beam pickoff monitor (BPM) acquired
by the DAQ system for an event triggered by a scattered neutron in the backing detectors (BD). The BD and NaI waveforms
have been background-subtracted.

Crystal Beam-on measurement time (hours)
number 0◦ 30◦ 60◦ 90◦ 120◦ total

1 10.02 7.33 7.58 9.32 0 34.25
2 9.08 7.72 8.62 4.75 0 30.17
3 8.17 7.90 7.53 8.30 0 31.90
4 8.35 8.18 8.33 9.62 8.70 43.18
5 8.58 9.02 0 0 0 17.60

TABLE II. Beam-on measurement time in hours for each
orientation and crystal measured. Total measurement times
for each crystal are shown in the last column.

III. SIMULATIONS

A. Overview

To account for the complexities in the experimental
setup geometry, full Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were
developed. These simulations allowed us to take into ac-
count the uncertainties in the positions of the detectors,
the angular size of the neutron beam, and the detectors’
size, and at the same time evaluate the role of the possible
backgrounds originating from multiple scattering of the
neutrons in the different components of the setup. This
simulation has been used to obtain the distribution of the
recoil energies deposited in the NaI(Tl) crystal for scat-
tered neutrons reaching each of the backing detectors, as

described in section III B. This information will be used
in the calculation of the QF, as detailed in section IVE.
We also used the simulation to reproduce the energy

spectrum corresponding to the interactions of the gamma
and x-rays emissions from the external 133Ba source used
for the energy calibration of the NaI(Tl) crystal (see Sec-
tion IVC), as described in section III C.
Finally, simulations of the neutron generation in the

LiF target were carried out in order to understand the
energy profile of the neutron beam and the TOF mea-
surements with the on-axis backing detector, as detailed
in Section IVB.

B. Simulation of the nuclear recoil distributions in
the NaI(Tl) for each BD channel

The simulations of the experiment geometry for the
presented analysis were performed within the GEANT4
simulation framework [31]. The simulation takes into ac-
count naturally the geometrical configuration of the BD
array, angular acceptances of each channel and detector
sizes, while the dispersion of the neutron beam (both in
energy and in direction) can be easily introduced. This
allows both a thorough understanding of the experimen-
tal measurements and the estimate of sources of system-
atic effects.
In these simulations, neutrons were generated at the
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LiF target location using the experimentally-measured
beam energy and collimator divergence. Each run and
crystal underwent dedicated simulations. Events gen-
erating depositions in both the NaI(Tl) and one of the
liquid-scintillator backing detectors (referred as channel)
were the main simulation output. The analysis of the
simulation results was done in similar way as for the ex-
perimental data.

The simulated set-up consisted of the NaI crystal and
housing (aluminium, with the inside covered by Teflon
diffusor and the outside by insulating tape), the lead col-
limator, and the backing detectors, which were placed
at different angles with respect to the beam, covering
180◦. The energy deposited in each experimental vol-
ume and the corresponding time is recorded for each
simulated event, keeping track of electron and nuclear
recoils’ energy depositions separately. This allows us to
build the TOF distributions for each BD and relate them
to neutron energy distributions, distinguishing contribu-
tions from single and multiple scattering. The quench-
ing factors of recoiling sodium and iodine nuclei are in-
troduced in a subsequent step, to produce the electron
equivalent energy spectra, which can be compared with
the experimental data after being convolved with an en-
ergy resolution function. The nuclear recoil energy distri-
butions in the crystal for each triggered BD derived from
the simulation are presented in Figures 4 and 5 for iodine
and sodium nuclei recoils, respectively, for the BD posi-
tions corresponding to both August and October mea-
surements. Energy resolution has still not been included
in these distributions.

This approach allows us to consider quenching factors
varying with the energy in the region of interest, as most
of the recent estimates hint at. Additionally, the mea-
sured nuclear recoil distributions are skewed, and the
Gaussian approximation does not provide good fitting
in general, which is remedied by using the simulated re-
coil distribution. The simulation also allows us to prop-
erly convert recoil energy distributions into visible energy
ones on an event by event basis.

Three different geometrical configurations were sim-
ulated: (i) the August configuration, (ii) the October
configuration with the COSINE crystal (No. 3) and (iii)
the October configuration with the ANAIS crystals. To
evaluate the systematic uncertainties in the nuclear re-
coil energies (and therefore, in the QF) due to the BD
position uncertainties, two more simulations were run for
each configuration, placing the BDs in the correspond-
ing maximum and minimum scattering angles compatible
with their position uncertainties.

C. Simulations of the NaI(Tl) crystal calibration
with 133Ba

One of the objectives of the simulation was to obtain
the distribution of the energy depositions resulting from
the NaI(Tl) crystal irradiation with the 133Ba source, to
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FIG. 4. Simulated nuclear recoil energy distributions for
the iodine nuclei in the NaI(Tl) crystal from 109 simulated
neutrons. They are shown for each channel. BD positions
correspond to the August (upper panel) and October (lower
panel) runs.

better understand the experimental measurements and
to improve the calibration in electron equivalent energy.

Due to the lack of a precise description of the encapsu-
lation for the 133Ba source, it was simulated as point-like
and placed at the same position for all the experimen-
tal configurations. Consequently, it was not possible to
reproduce precisely the measured calibration spectra, al-
though simulation and measurements share key features.
As an illustration, Figure 6 shows the measured spec-
trum for crystal No. 5, while in Figure 7, we present the
result of the corresponding simulation. In the latter, the
energy resolution was taken into account using that ex-
perimentally determined for crystal No. 5.

The simulation allowed us to determine the average
energies of the peaks that will be used in the calibration
process outlined in Section IVC: 6.6 keV, 30.9 keV, and
35.1 keV. The former is the result of the 35 keV x-rays
escape, while the last two peaks are not being resolved
in the measurement.
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FIG. 5. Simulated nuclear recoil energy distributions for the
sodium nuclei in the NaI(Tl) from 109 simulated neutrons.
They are shown for each channel. BD positions correspond
to the August (upper panel) and October (lower panel) runs.
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FIG. 6. Measured deposited energy distribution in the
NaI(Tl) crystal No. 5 irradiated with an external 133Ba
source.
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FIG. 7. Simulated deposited energy distribution in the
NaI(Tl) irradiated with an external 133Ba source. The en-
ergy resolution measured for crystal No. 5 has been used.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Event analysis chain

A similar analysis chain was applied for all collected
data to identify pulse properties, such as pulse onset and
pulse area, and to guarantee the quality of the data.
In the case of the NaI(Tl) waveforms, first the baseline

level of each recorded waveform and the corresponding
root mean square (RMS) were calculated. A quality cut
was applied to select only those waveforms which were
not affected either by baseline drift or by the presence of
dark photoelectrons in the pretrigger region. This was
done by comparing the baseline values obtained for the
first and last 200 ns of the waveform and selecting only
those pulses having a difference lower than three RMS.
The baseline was then calculated by averaging the two
values (from the beginning and the end of the waveform)
to be used to derive the pulse area. Next, a pulse-finding
algorithm was applied with a threshold at 5 RMS from
the baseline value, after checking the stability of the base-
line along the data taking. The waveform position where
the pulse is above the threshold was stored as t0,NaI, the

pulse onset. However, to avoid threshold effects, fixed
integration windows (2 µs width), independent from the
t0,NaI value, were used for obtaining the area of the

pulses that was used as energy estimator throughout this
work. For NaI(Tl) calibrations, the pulse area was cal-
culated by integrating the pulse waveform from 1.5 to
3.5 µs, while in the beam-on measurements, because the
trigger was done by the BDs, the TOF had to be taken
into account. The latter, implied that the pulse area cal-
culation was dependent on the type of interacting parti-
cle: pulses in NaI(Tl) correlated with gammas triggering
the BDs should appear later in the waveform trace than
those correlated with neutrons. For neutrons triggering
the BDs, the integration of the NaI(Tl) pulse was done in
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a fixed window from 1.2 to 3.2 µs in the NaI waveform, as
explained in Section IVD. This allowed us to include in
the recoil spectra for each channel any energy deposition
in a time window compatible with the neutron TOF.

For the backing detectors waveforms, the baseline,
and corresponding RMS were also calculated in the first
160 ns of the pulse trace. The pulse-finding algorithm
applied allowed to identify pulses in the waveforms as
deviations above 5 RMS of the baseline in each of the
BDs and to determine the corresponding pulse onset, t0.
A variable called multiplicity was defined for each event
as the number of BDs having a signal above that thresh-
old. Events with multiplicity larger than 1, which ac-
counted for around 1% of the total number of events,
were removed from the QF analysis dataset. In addition,
saturated events in the BDs were also removed (about
0.005% of the events). Next, a pulse shape discrimina-
tion parameter, PSD, was built for each BD waveform
in order to profit from the ability of liquid scintillators
for neutron-gamma discrimination, defined as the ratio
between the area corresponding to the tail of the pulse
(integral from t0 + 20 ns to t0 + 200 ns) and the total
pulse area (integral from t0 to t0 + 200 ns). Examples
of neutron and gamma events in the BDs are shown in
Figure 8 with the corresponding PSD values.

An important variable related with the TOF of the par-
ticle triggering the BDs is the time after the last neutron
beam pulse (timeSincePrevBPM). It is calculated from
the waveforms of the BDs and the BPM as the differ-
ence between t0 and the previous maximum of the BPM
signal, as Figure 9 shows. It is not directly the TOF be-
cause this difference includes an offset related with the
signal processing and the TOF of protons between the
BPM and the LiF target.

B. Beam Energy Measurement

The neutron beam energy distribution for both runs is
one of the most relevant inputs in the simulations devel-
oped to obtain the expected nuclear recoil energy distri-
butions and derive the QF estimates. These distributions
can be obtained from the information on the TOF of the
neutrons between the LiF target and the 0-deg detector in
dedicated TOF measurements, done both in August and
October runs. The 0-deg detector was placed at three
different distances from the LiF target. These distances
were 296.3 cm, 343.6 cm and 394.3 cm in the August run
and 74.5 cm, 133.2 cm and 210.8 cm in the October run.

The time after the BPM signal can be calculated for ev-
ery event triggering the 0-deg detector, corresponding to
the neutron TOF plus an offset. The distributions of this
time for the three positions of the 0-deg detector for the
October run are shown in Figure 10. Photons produced
in the LiF target are identified easily, having TOF much
shorter than neutrons. The corresponding distribution
allows an estimate of the offset by taking into account
the time required by photons to travel the distance be-
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FIG. 8. Pulses in the BD corresponding to neutron (up-
per panel) and gamma (lower panel) events. PSD values are
shown, as well as the integration ranges used for the tail and
total pulse areas.

tween the LiF target and the 0-deg detector, D/c, where
D is the distance from the 0-deg detector to the LiF tar-
get and c is the speed of light. Then, distributions of
the TOF for neutrons can be built for every distance and
run. The width and asymmetry of the TOF distribu-
tions can be understood as resulting from the finite size
of the 0-deg detector (dispersion on the D parameter),
time width of the pulsed proton beam, and detector time
response. It can be observed in Figure 10 that in addi-
tion to the ≈1 MeV neutrons there is an underabundant
population with energies around 500 keV, corresponding
to the 7Li(p,n)7Be* process.

These TOF distributions can be directly converted into
neutron energy distributions. However, energy loss of
protons within the 7Li target and effects from the finite
size of the backing detector affect the evaluation of the
neutron energy. Instead, the strategy to derive the neu-
tron beam energy is described below. Gamma rays of
arbitrary energy, but sufficiently above backing detector
thresholds (here 1 MeV) were simulated using MCNPX-
PoliMi [32], originating at the LiF target. These were
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FIG. 9. Pulses in the BD (top) and BPM (bottom) showing the calculation of the time after the last neutron beam pulse
(timeSincePrevBPM) as the time difference between the BD pulse onset, t0 (red line) and the previous BPM waveform maximum
(green line).
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FIG. 10. Distribution of the time after the BPM signal
during dedicated TOF measurements for the October run:
green for close, blue for middle, and red for far position of the
0-deg detector. The peaks at ≈100 ns correspond to photons
produced in the LiF target.

smeared with timing distributions (either Gaussian or
Gumbel functions) with floating smearing parameter and
offset to fit the gammas produced during the TOF cali-
brations. Next, protons close in energy to that expected
by the beam settings were simulated with SRIM [38],
and converted into neutron energy distributions using
data from Ref. [39]. These neutron distributions were
simulated in MCNPX-PoliMi, and the best-fit offset and
smearing parameters from fitting the gamma distribu-
tions were applied to the simulation output. A RooMo-

mentMorph [40] was formed with proton energy as a
floating parameter; the resulting PDFs were then fit to
neutron TOF data from all three measured positions to
obtain the incident proton energy. Using SRIM to model
proton energy loss and Ref. [39] to convert to neutron en-
ergy, the neutron beam energy distribution was obtained.
All the details of this calculation can be found in [35].
Results are shown in Table III. These are the energies

that will be considered throughout the rest of this pa-
per as input for the simulations and to derive the QF
estimates.

C. Calibrations

Common approaches followed in previous measure-
ments of the QF in NaI(Tl) for the conversion of the light
collected into electron equivalent energy use either the
59.5 keV gamma from an 241Am source or the 57.6 keV
gamma from the 127I(n, n′γ) process. The latter line also
allows for the continuous monitoring of the stability of
the response of the NaI(Tl) crystal throughout the beam-
on data collection. However, calibrating the energy with
just one reference line that is far from the region of in-
terest brings some relevant systematic effects into the
analysis.
For the gain stability control in this work, the 57.6 keV

peak was analyzed every hour after applying the BDs
neutron selection procedure explained in Section IVD.
This peak was fitted to a gaussian function summed with
a constant background, and the corresponding mean is
shown as a function of the time for all the crystals in
Figure 11. A drift is clearly observed in crystals No. 1
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Run Time response (ns) Ep (keV) Mean En (keV) Std. Dev. En (keV)

August 3.4 ± 0.06 2670.9+1.5
−3.1 958 ± 5 4 ± 3

October 1.2 ± 0.03 2696.8+0.3
−0.8 982 ± 7 7 ± 5

TABLE III. FWHM of the time response, proton energy, mean and standard deviation of the neutron energy distributions
derived for the two runs.

and No. 4, while crystals No. 2, No. 3 and No. 5 show
some variation in the positions of the mean, but with-
out a distinct trend. The data of the crystal No. 5 was
divided in two different periods, as it was observed a dif-
ferent behaviour after a calibration run, in the middle of
the beam-on measurements. For all the crystals, a linear
dependence of the pulse integral with time was used to
model (and correct) this drift. This correction was ap-
plied to all the data of the beam-on measurements and
the calibrations with 133Ba by extrapolating the detec-
tor behavior at the time every dataset was acquired. The
energy resolution of the 57.6 keV peak in crystal No. 4
improved from 14.0±0.2% to 13.3±0.2% after this cor-
rection was applied. For the other crystals, this correc-
tion only resulted in a slight improvement in resolution.
The reason behind these gain instabilities was not identi-
fied, although they could be attributed to changes in the
PMT-crystal coupling and/or PMT HV bias.

In the calculation of the QF, the electron equivalent en-
ergy calibration of the energy depositions in the NaI(Tl)
is one of the most relevant points. The light yield of the
NaI(Tl) is non-proportional with the energy, with varia-
tions of a few percent up to about 20 keV [41–47].

Trying to evaluate the effect on the QF results of this
non-proportional response, we have considered three dif-
ferent approaches for the calibration in electron equiv-
alent energy of the NaI(Tl) crystals, using the drift-
corrected spectra both for 133Ba calibrations and beam-
on measurements:

(i) Assuming a proportional response calibrating with
the 57.6 keV inelastic peak from the 127I(n, n′γ)
process. The proportionality constant relating the
mean pulse integral of the peak and the energy
(A/E) for the five crystals measured is shown in
Table IV. The very different conversion factors be-
tween pulse area and energy in the different crystals
relates with the different light collection achieved,
because operation conditions of the PMT and the
electronic chain used in all the measurements were
equivalent.

Crystal number ADC units/keV
1 1388 ± 3
2 1421 ± 3
3 1265 ± 3
4 688 ± 3
5 549 ± 6

TABLE IV. Proportionality parameter between pulse area
and energy (A/E) for each crystal, determined with the
57.6 keV inelastic peak from the 127I(n, n′γ) process.

(ii) Applying a linear calibration in the ROI using the
energy depositions produced by the interaction of
the gamma and x-rays emitted by the external
133Ba source, associated to 6.6, 30.9 and 35.1 keV
according to the GEANT4 simulation’s results. As
the GEANT4 simulation of the source did not quan-
titatively reproduce the measured spectrum, the
calibration coefficients were determined by fitting
the experimental spectrum to a model with three
Gaussian peaks and only in a region close to their
maximums. The fitting was done by building a PDF
which included a flat background plus three Gaus-
sians at the fixed energies previously commented
and an energy resolution variable with energy, mod-
elled with two free parameters:

σ =
√
a+ bE (1)

The conversion from pulse area into energy included
two additional free parameters:

E = c1A+ c0 (2)

Results of these fits are shown in Table V for all the
crystals, and in Figure 12 for crystal No. 1.

If we compare this calibration with the proportional
described in (i), the difference at low energies is
important. The peak corresponding nominally at
6.6 keV is found with this calibration approach at
much lower energies with the proportional calibra-
tion, with a residual larger than 1 keV.

(iii) Combining both approaches aiming at better cali-
brating the ROI of our measurement by using the
linear calibration above 6 keVee, while assuming a
proportional response below this energy, using as
reference the position of the 6.6 keV peak from the
133Ba source. This approach relies on a typical so-
lution to take into account non-linear behaviours,
as the well-known non-proportionality in the light
response of NaI(Tl), by combining different linear
functions in smaller energy regions which overlap.
Unfortunately, only a limited number of peaks were
available, limiting the reach of the approach.

D. Event Selection

A robust protocol for identifying neutrons reaching the
BDs after scattering off nuclei in the NaI(Tl) crystal com-
pared to different backgrounds is essential in this mea-
surement. Many of these backgrounds can be well iden-
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FIG. 11. Fits of the 57.6 keV peak mean value for the pulse area to a linear dependence with time.

Crystal number a (keV)2 b (keV) c0 (keV) c1 (eV/ADC unit)
1 0.000 ± 0.018 0.103 ± 0.001 1.195 ± 0.032 0.688 ± 0.001
2 0.000 ± 0.064 0.084 ± 0.001 0.825 ± 0.031 0.673 ± 0.001
3 0.111 ± 0.084 0.095 ± 0.003 0.819 ± 0.034 0.754 ± 0.001
4 0.000 ± 0.634 0.176 ± 0.006 1.254 ± 0.082 1.366 ± 0.005
5 0.000 ± 0.501 0.275 ± 0.017 1.470 ± 0.080 1.674 ± 0.006

TABLE V. Energy-pulse area and energy resolution parameters derived from the fits to the 133Ba PDF built as explained in
the text for each crystal.
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FIG. 12. Fit of the 133Ba spectrum for crystal No. 1 to a flat
background plus three Gaussian peaks, with linear conversion
between energy and pulse area and energy-dependent energy
resolution.

tified and rejected. Pulse shape analysis allows the dis-
crimination of neutron events from gamma events in liq-
uid scintillators, such as those used as target in the BDs.
A PSD variable is built, see Section IVA, for the BDs
output signals in order to profit from the different scin-

tillation times associated to neutron and gamma/electron
events, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of this variable.
Higher PSD values correspond to neutrons, while gam-
mas are found below 0.3. Better discrimination can be
achieved by combining the information on PSD and TOF,
as it can be observed in Figure 14. Gamma interactions
are observed non correlated with the beam (flat distri-
bution of the time after BPM signal with PSD ≈0.18),
while two beam correlated populations can be identified:
gammas produced in the LiF target (having PSD ≈0.18
and time after BPM signal ≈220 ns) and neutrons (hav-
ing PSD ≈0.35 and time after BPM signal above 300 ns).
The TOF distribution for neutrons hints at a contribu-
tion from neutron multiple scattering, which could reduce
the energy of the neutron reaching the BD and conse-
quently increase the TOF. This hypothesis was checked
using simulation data. Figure 15 shows the distribution
of the arrival time of neutrons to the BDs, using as time
origin the neutron generation time. It can be observed
that multiple scattering dominates for TOF beyond 25 ns
from the most probable value. Moreover, we do not ex-
pect to detect neutrons in the BDs more than 10 ns before
the most probable TOF. Then, we introduce a selection
in the time after BPM signal between 304 and 340 ns.
With the applied selection, the fraction of single scat-
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tered neutrons is increased from 68% to 80%.
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FIG. 13. PSD distribution for 105 events triggering any of
the BDs. A clear discrimination between gammas (lower PSD
value) and neutrons (higher PSD value) can be observed.
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FIG. 14. PSD vs time after BPM signal corresponding to all
the BD waveforms registered in the measurement of crystal
No. 5. Neutrons correlated with the beam are found at high
PSD and time after BPM signal above 300 ns.

However, using the neutron TOF for event selection
implies an indirect neutron energy selection. It was
checked with the simulation that this event selection cri-
terion did not imply any correlation between nuclear re-
coil energy transferred in the NaI(Tl) crystal and the
time of the first energy deposit in the BDs.

Once the events induced by neutrons in the BDs are
selected, the next step is to search for events correlated
with them in the NaI(Tl) crystal. This is done with the
t0,NaI variable previously defined, whose distribution is

shown in Figure 16, before and after the application of
the neutron selection procedure. Rate is clearly dom-
inated by gamma/electron events, but after removing
them, only one peak in the distribution is observed that
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FIG. 15. Time of arrival of the neutrons to the BDs for single
scattered neutrons (green line), multiple scattered neutrons
(red) and total (blue), according to the GEANT4 simulation
of the setup.

can be attributed to nuclear recoil energy deposited in
the NaI(Tl) crystal by the neutron which later triggered
the BD. This analysis shows that events with correlated
neutron interactions in the BD and NaI(Tl) do not ap-
pear earlier than 1200 ns into the waveform. This allowed
us to fix the integration time interval for signals in the
NaI(Tl) from 1.2 to 3.2 µs.
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FIG. 16. Distribution of the t
0,NaI variable before (blue

line) and after (red line) selection of events compatible with
neutrons in the BDs for crystal No. 5.

E. Calculating the Quenching Factors in NaI(Tl)

1. Sodium Quenching Factor

To obtain the sodium quenching factor, the gain-
corrected and energy-calibrated experimental spectra as-
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sociated with neutrons in each triggering backing detec-
tor (channel) and crystal were fit to the corresponding
simulated nuclear recoil energy distributions shown in
Figure 5. Quenching factors, different for each channel,
are floated along with a background component. In ad-
dition, modelling of the detector’s energy resolution was
required for the fitting procedure to succeed.

The sources of background were difficult to identify.
Background measurements were done in dedicated runs,
but they had low statistics in the ROI and they did not
include beam related events which are expected to be the
most relevant background contribution. It was consid-
ered as a better option to use as background those events
that do not fulfill the neutron selection criteria explained
in Section IVD. No clear differences were observed among
different channels and crystals. These background spec-
tra were gain corrected and converted into electron equiv-
alent energy to build a PDF (Sbkg).
In addition, the recoils of iodine nuclei contribute sig-

nificantly to the data in some of the channels, and there-
fore were also included in the fit. The corresponding
recoil spectra were obtained from the simulation, and a
constant QF for iodine was adopted in the fit, as the
recoil peak could not be observed.

To account for the energy resolution, a gaussian func-
tion was used to convolve the signal of the sodium recoils
for each channel, and two different modellings were ap-
plied for the standard deviation: energy independent and
proportional to the square root of the electron equivalent
energy, as it would correspond to a poissonian resolution.

The procedure for each fit is the following: First, the
region above the sodium recoils peak for each channel
(between 30 and 40 keV) is fitted to the background
PDF (Sbkg) in order to determine a scaling factor. Then,
the simulated sodium recoil spectrum for that channel is
converted into electron equivalent energy with a energy-
independent free-floating QFNa parameter, different for
each channel, convolved with a gaussian with the stan-
dard deviation modelled as commented above. The re-
sulting PDF is called SNa. The PDF for iodine recoils
(SI) is built following a similar procedure but with con-
stant QFI = 5% and standard deviation of 1 keV. It was
checked that the fitting procedure was not sensitive to
slight variations of these values, and the systematic con-
tribution of the change in these parameters to the final
QF results was also analyzed, as it is explained next.
Finally, the total PDF was constructed as

NNaSNa +NISI +NbkgSbkg (3)

and the experimental spectrum for each channel was fit-
ted using as free parameters NNa and NI , the QFNa and
the parameter corresponding to the resolution model cho-
sen. According to the p-values of the fits, no preference
for any resolution modelling can be concluded. Figure 17
shows the energy resolution derived for crystal No. 1 from
the two different models in addition to the energy resolu-
tion obtained from the 133Ba calibration. It was impos-
sible to achieve a good fit by using the same resolution

function for all the energy ranges associated to the dif-
ferent channels. It can be observed in Figure 17 that the
energy resolution obtained from the recoil data fitting is
clearly worse than that obtained for electronic recoils us-
ing the peaks from the 133Ba calibration. This result has
still to be understood. The energy resolution obtained for
the inelastic peak at 57.6 keV, also shown in Figure 17,
is also worse than expected from the 133Ba calibration
data. The inelastic peak corresponds to energy depo-
sitions in the crystal bulk, while the interactions from
the gamma and x-rays produced in the 133Ba decay are
more local. This could be considered as a hint of possi-
ble spatial dependences on the scintillation properties or
light collection. On the other hand, the inelastic peak is
dominated by the energy deposition of a gamma, with a
mean free path in NaI(Tl) of 0.4 mm, while a recoiling
Na nucleus with energy lower than 100 keV in NaI(Tl)
has a range below 200 nm. This makes them sensitive to
very different scales of possible spatial effects contribut-
ing to the light yield, for instance the distribution of the
Tallium activator in NaI(Tl), that could be more homo-
geneous in scales of 0.1 mm than in the submicrometer
range. Our result should be taken as a warning: it is nec-
essary to better determine the response of NaI(Tl) detec-
tors to nuclear recoils without assuming as valid the same
parameters derived from conventional calibrations using
electron recoils. The difference between the QF results
obtained by fitting with the two resolution modellings
were included in the presented results as a systematic
contribution to the final uncertainty.

A procedure was followed systematically in all the
channels to fix the range of energies considered in the fit.
First, the experimental data was fitted to the PDF from
Equation 3 from 2.5 to 40 keV applying the constant res-
olution modelling, thus obtaining preliminary QF (QFp)
and resolution values (σp). After this preliminary fit,
and using the mean value of the sodium recoil energy
distribution obtained from the simulation for each chan-
nel, corresponding to a mean Na recoil energy of Enr,
the upper electron equivalent energy considered in the
fit will be EnrQFp + 5σp. However, the fit results were
much more dependent on the lower energy considered in
the fit. An iterative procedure was designed for adjusting
that minimum energy, which was increased step by step
and fitted until the χ2 changed by less than 10% after
three iteration steps.

Figures 18 and 19 show the results of the fits for crys-
tals No. 1 and No. 5, using the previously explained fit-
ting protocol with the energy dependent resolution mod-
elling and the non-proportional 133Ba calibration (energy
calibration method 2). It can be observed in Figure 19
that because of the reduced light collection in crystal
No. 5 (and similarly in crystal No. 4) the Na-NR peak in
BDs 5 and 12 could not be disentangled from the I-NR
signal and noise peak. These BD channels will not be
shown in the QF results presented below.

Because the values obtained using the two energy res-
olution models were not compatible with each other (as
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Figure 20 shows for crystal No. 1), and in fact, system-
atically lower QF were obtained for the constant energy
resolution case, the QF derived from this work, and listed
in Section V, have been calculated as the average of both,
and half the difference taken as associated systematic un-
certainty.

Apart from this, other systematics contributing to the
QF estimate have been analyzed: the uncertainty in the
positions of the components of the experiment (source,
crystal and BDs), the uncertainty in the electron equiva-
lent energy calibration and the value selected for the QFI

and the resolution considered for the iodine recoils. For
the estimate of the first contribution, simulations with
the neutron source, NaI(Tl) crystal and BDs displaced for
their nominal positions within their corresponding uncer-
tainties were carried out. The results of these simulations
for each crystal and channel were used in a fit similar to

the one previously explained, and the corresponding QF
values were obtained.
For the second contribution, two fits were performed

calibrating the spectra using energy calibration functions
obtained by modifying the calibration parameters within
one standard deviation.
For the third contribution, fits were done fixing the

QFI to 1% and to 9% and the resolution applied to the io-
dine recoil energy distribution to 0.8 keV and to 1.2 keV.
The corresponding systematic uncertainties of each

contribution were calculated as the difference between
the QF values obtained in these fits and those obtained
in the original situation, for each channel. All of these fits
were done applying both resolution functions and fixing
the resolution parameters to that obtained in the origi-
nal fits. The systematic uncertainties associated to the
selection of the QF and the resolution of the iodine recoils
were from one to two orders of magnitude lower than the
statistical uncertainty, and therefore they were not con-
sidered in the error propagation. The uncertainties of the
other two contributions were found to be compatible for
both resolution functions applied, and therefore the max-
imum of them was considered in the error calculation for
each channel. They were also computed as symmetrical
by considering the total uncertainties of the contribution
as the maximum between the upper and lower errors. Fi-
nally, the three systematic uncertainties were combined
with the statistical contribution to obtain the total un-
certainty in each calculated QFNa.
It is worth to remind that all the analysis was carried

out in parallel for the three calibration strategies followed
to convert nuclear recoil energies into electron equivalent
energies. In all the cases the contribution from the dif-
ferent uncertainties are similar: statistical contribution is
at the level of 0.1% while the total uncertainty is closed
(but below) 1%.

2. Iodine Quenching Factor

The iodine recoils could not be disentangled from the
background for any channel and crystal, so a different
strategy for the estimate of the QFI was followed. This
was performed by studying the inelastic peak from 127I,
which corresponds to the sum of the light produced by
the energy depositions of the gamma (57.6 keV) and the
iodine recoil, the latter quenched by the corresponding
QFI. In this case the ROI is centered around the 57.6 keV
peak, therefore the proportional linear energy calibration
(energy calibration method 1, see Section IVC) was ap-
plied to the data.
From the simulation, channels 8 and 9 have iodine re-

coil energies below 0.2 keV, that result in a negligible
shift in electron equivalent energy, and therefore the com-
bination of both channels was used to build a reference
for each crystal. On the other hand, channels 0 and 17,
corresponding to the highest iodine recoil energies above
10 keV, were used for this analysis. After correcting the
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FIG. 18. Results of the fits for crystal No. 1 using the PDF with the energy dependent resolution modelling and the non-
proportional 133Ba calibration (energy calibration method 2).

gain drift (as explained in Section IVC) and calibrating
in energy as commented, the inelastic peak is fitted to a
Gaussian to obtain the position of the peak and the corre-
sponding statistical uncertainty. The difference between
the mean energy obtained from the fit for each channel
and that from the reference (referred to as ∆) was cal-
culated. The systematic uncertainty was estimated by
changing the reference to channel 8 alone, and then calcu-

lating the difference between the corresponding ∆ values
as uncertainty (systematic error 1). Moreover, channels 0
and 17 have a similar recoil energy in some of the crystals.
In those cases, an additional systematic uncertainty was
also estimated from the difference between the ∆ values
derived for both channels (systematic error 2).

Results for the peak shift ∆ including statistical and
systematic uncertainties at 1σ are presented in Table VI
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FIG. 19. Results of the fits for crystal No. 5 using the PDF with the energy dependent resolution modelling and the non-
proportional 133Ba calibration (energy calibration method 2).

for crystals No. 2 and No. 3. The comparison between
the 127I inelastic peak for the reference channels (8 or 9)
and the analysed channels (0 or 17) for the measurements
with the crystal No. 3 is shown in Figure 21. A differ-
ence in the mean energy of the distributions (lower than
1 keV) is observed, which allows to determine the cor-
responding QFI for the recoil energy of those channels,
which is about 14 keV.

Crystal ∆ Uncertainties (keV)
number (keV) Stat. Sys. 1 Sys. 2 Total

2 0.73 0.24 0.29 0.01 0.38
3 0.93 0.26 0.01 002 0.26

TABLE VI. 127I peak shift values (∆) between reference and
analysed channels obtained for crystals No. 2 and No. 3, to-
gether with their statistical and systematic uncertainties.

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Sodium Quenching Factor Results and
Comparison to Prior Measurements

QFNa results for the five measured crystals are shown
in Figures 22, 23 and 24, using the three calibration
methods explained in Section IVC, respectively.
The results of all the five crystals are consistent with

each other despite their light collection and energy reso-
lution vary significantly. A comparison between the re-
sults of this analysis for the crystal No. 1 and the results
from previous measurements is shown in Figure 25. We
observe a decrease in QFNa at lower energies as reported
by [12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 48] when using the first and third
calibration methods. In the case of some of the previ-
ously cited results [15, 48], non-linearity in the response
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the reference channels (with negligible nuclear recoil energy,
8 and 9), blue line, and the analysed channels, red line (with
the maximum nuclear recoil energy available added, 0 and 17)
for crystal No. 3.

of the NaI(Tl) to electron recoils have been accounted for
and still a monotonically decreasing QFNa with decreas-
ing energy is found [49].

On the other hand, in our analysis there is no clear
dependency with energy of the QFNa when the non-
proportional but linear energy calibration using lines
from 6.6 to 35 keV is applied (second calibration
method), similar to the quenching factors reported by
the earlier measurements by Spooner et al., DAMA, and
Chagani [10, 11, 14]. For all the assumptions and mod-
elling considered in our analysis, a value for the QFNa

clearly lower than the used by DAMA/LIBRA is ob-
tained.
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FIG. 22. Sodium QF results for the five crystals measured
using the first calibration method (proportional using as ref-
erence the 57.6 keV line). Uncertainties shown include statis-
tical and systematic contributions.
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FIG. 23. Sodium QF results for the five crystals measured
using the second calibration method (linear using the 133Ba
lines). Uncertainties shown include statistical and systematic
contributions.

Considering the independence of the QFNa on the nu-
clear recoil energy (obtained when the second calibration
method is applied) in the range of energies accessed in
these measurements (from 10 keVnr to 80 keVnr), the
weighted mean values of the QFNa for each crystal have
been obtained. They are shown in Table VII, being the
mean for all the crystals 21.0 ± 0.3%.

B. Iodine Quenching Factor Results and
Comparison to Prior Measurements

We estimate the QFI for crystals No. 2 and No. 3, re-
sulting values of (5.1 ± 2.7)% and (6.5 ± 1.8)%, respec-
tively. As both measurements correspond to the same
recoil energy (14.2 keV), they were combined together,
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FIG. 24. Sodium QF results for the five crystals measured us-
ing the third calibration method (linear above 6 keV following
the second calibration method, but proportional below 6 keV
using as reference the 6.6 keV line measured in the 133Ba).
Uncertainties shown include statistical and systematic contri-
butions.

Crystal QFNa

number (%)
1 20.04 ± 0.7
2 21.0 ± 0.8
3 22.1 ± 0.8
4 21.1 ± 0.8
5 21.1 ± 0.6

TABLE VII. Mean sodium QF values obtained for the five
crystals measured using the second calibration method.

obtaining a weighted mean of (6.0 ±2.2)%. Figure 26
shows this value together with those obtained in previ-
ous measurements [10, 11, 15, 16, 18], showing a good
agreement with the most recent ones, and a value clearly
lower than the used by DAMA/LIBRA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out measurements of the sodium and
iodine quenching factors for five small NaI(Tl) crystals,
all of them performed in the same experimental setup
to control systematic effects and using the same analysis
protocols. Special care has been devoted to minimize the
contribution from systematics in the final results. The
sodium quenching factor results are compatible between
crystals and the most relevant systematic effect identified
is related with the energy calibration. This systematic
effect may also be present in most of the previous mea-
surements, and it is related with the well-known non-
proportional behaviour of the NaI(Tl) light yield. The
iodine quenching factor has been only determined with
data from two of the five tested crystals and no infor-
mation on the possible dependency with energy can be

derived from these measurements.

This work shows the relevance of taking into account
non-linearity in NaI(Tl) in the estimate of the QFs in
the energy range of interest for dark matter and CEνNS.
Using the same datasets and different calibration meth-
ods, this work has derived QFs affected by a large dis-
persion, similar to that observed when comparing the
previous available measurements (see Figure 25). The
effect is systematically observed in the five crystals mea-
sured. Figure 27 shows the non-proportionality in the
response of NaI(Tl) in the range below 40 keV for crystal
No. 1. The blue line corresponds to the 133Ba spectrum
calibrated with the lines from 6.6, 30.9 and 35.1 keV
(calibration method 2), while the red line corresponds
to a proportional calibration using the 57.6 keV line as
reference (calibration method 1) and the orange to the
combined calibration (method 3). The line at 6.6 keV is
found with calibration method 1 more than 1 keV away
from the nominal energy. However, to reach the lowest
nuclear recoil energies observed, we have to extrapolate
the calibration below 5 keV (which corresponds to about
25 keVnr). This implies, that the range where the be-
haviour of the QFNa is most interesting is not properly
calibrated with calibration method 2. By comparing the
spectra in Figure 27 with the expectations from the sim-
ulation (see Figure 7), we observe that below 5 keV, cali-
bration method 2 is not longer valid. Calibration method
3, on the other hand, linearizes in two steps the range of
interest, accommodating the data from 133Ba calibration
but assuming proportionality in a smaller energy range
in terms of electron equivalent energy. Because of this,
we consider the most sound results for QFNa those ob-
tained with calibration method 3. However, these results
highlight the relevance of stablishing sound calibration
protocols at very low energies and better understanding
the light production mechanisms in NaI(Tl), in partic-
ular, for the energy deposited by nuclear recoils. The
results obtained using method 3, for instance, are com-
patible with previous measurements which conveniently
corrected their data by the non-linearity in the response
of NaI(Tl) [15, 48].

Although further work is required to improve our un-
derstanding of scintillation quenching factors for nuclear
recoils in NaI(Tl), other works complementary to the pre-
sented in this article are ongoing, for instance calibrations
onsite of the ANAIS-112 detectors using 252Cf sources,
being preliminary results presented recently [51]. This
work supports that energy-dependent quenching factor
for sodium provides a better description of all the mea-
surements, and it is aligned with most of the previous
quenching factor estimates for sodium nuclear recoils. It
is also worth to highlight that both, sodium and iodine
quenching factors in our five tested crystals are smaller
than those reported by DAMA/LIBRA for all the con-
sidered assumptions and modellings in the analysis.
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